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Perelman’s entropy functional at Type I
singularities of the Ricci flow
By Carlo Mantegazza at Pisa and Reto Müller at London
Abstract. We study blow-ups around fixed points at Type I singularities of the Ricci
flow on closed manifolds using Perelman’sW -functional. First, we give an alternative proof of
the result obtained by Naber (2010) and Enders–Müller–Topping (2011) that blow-up limits are
non-flat gradient shrinking Ricci solitons. Our second and main result relates a limitW -density
at a Type I singular point to the entropy of the limit gradient shrinking soliton obtained by
blowing-up at this point. In particular, we show that no entropy is lost at infinity during the
blow-up process.
1. Introduction and main results
A smooth one-parameter family .M n; g.t// of complete n-dimensional Riemannian
manifolds satisfying Hamilton’s Ricci flow equation @
@t
g.t/ D  2Rcg.t/ (introduced in [9])
on a positive time interval t 2 Œ0; T /, is said to develop a finite time singularity at time T <1
if it cannot be smoothly extended past T . It is well known that this is the case if and only if the
Riemannian curvature tensor Rm satisfies lim supt!T supM jRm.; t /jg.t/ D C1. In the case
where all .M; g.t// have bounded curvatures, this is equivalent to
(1.1) sup
M
jRm.; t /jg.t/  1
8.T   t / for all t 2 Œ0; T /:
Such a singular Ricci flow on Œ0; T / is said to be of Type I if there exists a constant CI satisfying
(1.2) sup
M
jRm.; t /jg.t/  CI
T   t for all t 2 Œ0; T /:
If no such CI exists, the Ricci flow is said to be of Type II. A natural line to study finite time
singularities is to take blow-ups based at a fixed (singular) point p 2 M . This can be done in
two slightly different ways.
Definition 1.1 (Dynamical blow-up and blow-up sequences). Let .M; g.t// be a solu-
tion to the Ricci flow on a finite time interval Œ0; T /.
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(i) The pointed flow .M; Qg.s/; p/ with
Qg.s/ WD g.t/
T   t ; s.t/ WD   log.T   t / 2 Œ  logT ;C1/
is called dynamical blow-up based at p 2M . It satisfies the evolution equation
@
@s
Qg.s/ D .T   t / @
@t
 g.t/
T   t

D  2Rcg.t/ C g.t/
T   t D  2Rc Qg.s/ C Qg.s/:
(ii) For j !1, we define a blow-up sequence based at p 2M to be the family of pointed
rescaled Ricci flows .M; gj .s/; p/ defined by
(1.3) gj .s/ WD jg.T C sj /; s 2 Œ jT; 0/:
In [20], Perelman introduced two important monotone quantities that can be used to
study the singularity formation. On the one hand, he defined a reduced volume quantity whose
monotonicity under the Ricci flow might be seen as a parabolic analog of the classical Bishop–
Gromov volume ratio monotonicity. On the other hand, he introduced theW -entropy functional
whose monotonicity might be interpreted as an intrinsic analog of Huisken’s monotonicity for-
mula for the mean curvature flow [13]. Both quantities have their advantages and disadvantages
compared to the other one. While the reduced volume seems to behave better under topolog-
ical surgery and is therefore used as the main tool in the study of Ricci flow with surgery on
three-manifolds (see, e.g., [15, 21]), the W -entropy is more useful for regularity, stability and
uniqueness questions (see in particular [1, 12, 25]). The latter is mainly due to the fact that W
satisfies a Łojasievicz–Simon inequality, a result that relies on the property that the functional
is locally analytic.
In the case of a Type I Ricci flow, Naber [18] and Enders–Müller–Topping [8] proved
smooth convergence of a blow-up sequence to a non-trivial gradient shrinking soliton, using a
version of Perelman’s reduced volume based at the singular time T . One of the goals of this
article is to reprove their result by means of Perelman’sW -entropy functional, given by
W.g; f; / WD
Z
M
 
.Rg C jrf j2g/C f   n
 e f
.4/n=2
dVg ;
under the constraint
(1.4)
Z
M
e f
.4/n=2
dVg D 1:
The main reasons for finding this alternative proof are the following. First, our new ap-
proach gives an extra quantitative information on theW -entropy of the limit gradient shrinking
Ricci soliton. Moreover, our proof is a first step towards obtaining uniqueness of noncompact
blow-up limits, which is still an open problem. Finally, our line of analysis seems to be bet-
ter suited to deal with the Type II singularity case, for which a reduced volume based at the
singular time is not known to exist.
Let us now describe our method and results in more detail. The most important step
is the choice of a suitable test function for the W -functional. As proposed by Ilmanen, we
let .t/ WD T   t be the remaining time to the finite time singularity and we choose
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f .; t / D fp;T .; t / in such a way that
up;T .; t / WD e
 fp;T .;t/
.4/n=2
is an adjoint heat kernel based at the singular time .p; T /, that is, a locally smooth limit of
solutions of the backward parabolic PDE
@
@t
u D  4uC Rgu;
all converging (as distributions) to a Dirac ı-measure at p 2 M at times closer and closer to
the singular time T (see Section 2 for a precise definition and an existence proof). Then, the
monotonicity of the W -entropy functional for solutions of the above backward parabolic PDE
(discovered by Perelman, see [20]) allows us to get information on the singular behavior of the
flow around the point p (notice that any fp;T constructed in this manner satisfies the above
normalization constraint (1.4)).
The main reason for working with these adjoint heat kernels is that they concentrate
around the chosen base point and therefore allow us to “zoom into the singular region”. A
different approach, studied by Le and Sesum [14] (assuming also uniformly bounded scalar
curvature), is to work with the minimizers fmin.t/ 2 C1.M/ of the “frozen” W -entropy
functional f 7! W.g.t/; f; T   t / under the constraint (1.4). However, in [14] they consider
a pointed limit with basepoints defined to be the minimum points of fmin.t/, while for our
purpose it is important to be able to fix the singular point p 2 M to draw conclusions about
the geometry near the singularity (see Section 2 for more details on this point).
For technical reasons and to avoid the complications due to the possible non-uniqueness
of the function fp;T , we actually consider and work with the functions Ofp;T .t/ W M ! R
obtained by minimization at any fixed t 2 Œ0; T / of the W -entropy among the family of all
limits fp;T .
Definition 1.2. Let Fp be the family of functions such that
up;T .; t / D e
 fp;T .;t/
Œ4.T   t /n=2
is an adjoint heat kernel based at the singular time as above (or as in Definition 2.3 to be more
precise). Since Fp is compact (according to Lemma 2.4), for every t 2 Œ0; T / there exists a
minimizer f tp;T among all fp;T 2 Fp of theW -entropy functional
fp;T 7! W
 
g.t/; fp;T .; t /; T   t

;
at a fixed time t . Then, for each t 2 Œ0; T /, we define the smooth functions Ofp;T .t/ W M ! R
by Ofp;T .; t / D f tp;T .; t /.
From Perelman’s entropy formula and his Li–Yau–Harnack type inequality [20], we ob-
tain the following monotonicity and nonpositivity result.
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Proposition 1.3 (Monotonicity of W.g.t/; Ofp;T .t/; .t//). Letting Ofp;T .t/ W M ! R
be as in Definition 1.2 and .t/ WD T   t , we define p.t/ WD W.g.t/; Ofp;T .t/; .t//. Then,
the function p W Œ0; T / ! R is nonpositive and non-decreasing along the Ricci flow with
derivative
(1.5)
@
@t
p.t/ D 2
Z
M
ˇˇˇ
Rcg.t/ Cr2 Ofp;T .t/   g.t/
2
ˇˇˇ2
g.t/
e  Ofp;T .t/
.4/n=2
dVg.t/  0
at almost every t 2 Œ0; T /.
This proposition will be proved in Section 3. In particular, it implies that the limit
‚.p/ WD limt!T p.t/ exists and is nonpositive, we will call it limit W -density at p 2 M .
From (1.5), by a simple rescaling argument, we see that the dynamical blow-up Qg.s/ defined in
Definition 1.1 (i) satisfies
(1.6) lim
j!1
Z jC1
j
Z
M
ˇˇˇ
Rc Qg.s/ Cr2 Qf .s/   Qg.s/
2
ˇˇˇ2
Qg.s/e
  Qf .s/dV Qg.s/ ds D 0;
where Qf .s/ D Ofp;T .t.s// and s.t/ D   log.T   t / as before. Similarly, taking a compact time
interval ŒS0; S1  . 1; 0/ and setting fj .s/ WD Ofp;T .t.s// for s.t/ D j .t   T /, we obtain
for a blow-up sequence .M; gj .s// as in formula (1.3)
(1.7) lim
j!1
Z S1
S0
Z
M
ˇˇˇ
Rcgj .s/ Cr2fj .s/  
gj .s/
2jsj
ˇˇˇ2
gj .s/
e fj .s/dVgj .s/ ds D 0:
More details about how to derive equations (1.6) and (1.7) are provided in Section 5.
Based on the discussion above, it is natural to expect that a suitable subsequence of
.M; Qg.sj /; Qf .sj /; p/ with sj ! 1, or of .M; gj . 1/; fj . 1/; p/, respectively, converges
(possibly in a weak sense) to a gradient shrinking Ricci soliton .M1; g1; f1; p1/ for every
fixed p 2M , that is, a complete Riemannian manifold .M1; g1/ satisfying
(1.8) Rcg1 Cr2f1 D
g1
2
:
In this paper, we prove this for the case of Type I Ricci flows. The case of general sin-
gularities (in low dimensions) will be studied elsewhere. In particular, we will see in Section 2
that for Type I Ricci flows we have the bounds
(1.9) OCe d2g.t/.p;q/= OC.T t/  e fp;T .q;t/  NCe d2g.t/.p;q/= NC.T t/
for every fp;T 2 Fp and .q; t/ 2MŒ0; T /, where OC , NC are positive constants depending only
on n and CI (see Proposition 2.7 and Proposition 2.8). Once we have the positive bound from
below, by uniform estimates in C1loc .M  Œ0; T // for the family of functions Ofp;T .t/, we can
pass to the limit in equations (1.6) and (1.7), obtaining a complete and smooth limit Riemann-
ian manifold .M1; g1/ and a nonzero limit term e f1 which then implies that .M1; g1/
satisfies the gradient shrinking soliton equation (1.8).
This is stated more precisely in the following theorem, previously obtained by Naber [18]
and Enders–Müller–Topping [8] using different ideas (as explained above).
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Theorem 1.4 (Blow-ups at Type I singularities are shrinkers, cf. [8, 18]). Let .M; g.t//
be a compact singular Type I Ricci flow, that is, a compact Ricci flow satisfying both inequali-
ties (1.1) and (1.2). Let p 2M and Ofp;T .t/ be as in Definition 1.2.
(i) Let .M; Qg.s/; p/ be the dynamical blow-up as in Definition 1.1 (i) and Qf .s/ D Ofp;T .t/
for s D   log.T   t /. For every family of disjoint intervals .ak; bk/ with the property
that
P
k2N.bk   ak/ D C1 there are sj 2
S
k2N.ak; bk/ with sj ! 1 such
that .M; Qg.sj /; Qf .sj /; p/ converges smoothly in the pointed Cheeger–Gromov sense to
a normalized gradient shrinking Ricci soliton .M1; g1; f1; p1/, that is, a complete
Riemannian manifold .M1; g1/ satisfying (1.8), where f1 W M1 ! R is a smooth
function with Z
M1
e f1
.4/n=2
dVg1 D 1:
(ii) Let j ! 1, let .M; gj .s/; p/ be the corresponding blow-up sequence as in Defini-
tion 1.1 (ii), and set fj .s/ D fp;T .t/ for s D j .t   T /. Then there is a subsequence
(not relabeled) of indices j 2 N such that the .s D  1/-slices .M; gj . 1/; fj . 1/; p/
of the blow-up sequence converge smoothly in the pointed Cheeger–Gromov sense to a
normalized gradient shrinking Ricci soliton .M1; g1; f1; p1/, as above.
To remind the reader of the definition of the Cheeger–Gromov convergence, the pre-
cise statement is that there exist an exhaustion of M1 by open sets Uj containing p1 and
smooth embeddings j W Uj ! M with j .p1/ D p such that .j Qg.sj /; j Qf .sj // or
.j gj .s/; j fj .s//, respectively, converge smoothly to .g1; f1/ on every compact subset
of M1.
Combining this result with the bounds for e  Ofp;T .t/ in (1.9), we get a new proof of the
following nontriviality statement which was previously obtained by Enders–Müller–Topping
[8], using Perelman’s pseudolocality theorem (see [20]).
Theorem 1.5 (Nontriviality of blow-up limits around singular points, cf. [8]). If in ad-
dition to the assumptions of Theorem 1.4 the point p 2 M is a singular point, that is, there
does not exist any neighborhood Up 3 p on which jRm.; t /jg.t/ stays bounded as t ! T , then
the limits obtained in Theorem 1.4 are non-flat.
Along the way of proving the Theorems 1.4 and 1.5, we will also obtain the following
new and main result. We state (and prove) this only for the case of dynamical blow-ups, but all
the arguments can be easily adopted to the case of sequential blow-ups.
Theorem 1.6 (No loss of entropy). For any sequence of pointed rescaled manifolds
.M; Qg.sj /; pj / and functions Qf .sj / D Ofpj ;T .t.sj // converging locally smoothly to some gra-
dient shrinking Ricci soliton .M1; g1; p1/ and relative potential function f1 W M1 ! R
as in Theorem 1.4, we have
W.g1; f1/ WD
Z
M1
 
Rg1 C jrf1j2g1 C f1   n
 e f1
.4/n=2
dVg1
D lim
j!1
Z
M
 
R Qg.sj / C jr Qf .sj /j2Qg.sj / C Qf .sj /   n
 e  Qf .sj /
.4/n=2
dV Qg.sj /:
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Note thatW.g1; f1/ is well-defined, as explained in Section 4 below.
Remarks. (i) For simplicity, we have assumed in the three theorems above that our
Type I Ricci flow .M; g.t// is compact. However, up to technical modifications, all our results
should go through in the complete, non-compact case assuming that the initial manifold is
uniformly non-collapsed. In particular, the bounds for fp;T in (1.9) ensure that the W -density
is finite in the Type I case also on non-compact manifolds, all integrals exist, and all partial
integrations are justified.
(ii) Actually, a much weaker upper bound for fp;T than the one in (1.9) (namely the
bound given in Corollary 2.9) is sufficient to prove the Theorems 1.4–1.6. We will always give
proofs using only this weak bound, as there is a chance that one might obtain it also in the
Type II case, where the Gaussian upper bound in (1.9) seems too strong to hope for.
(iii) Instead of working with the functions Ofp;T .t/, we can also work with some fixed
fp;T 2 Fp. Different choices of fp;T or of different sequences sj !1 might a priori lead to
different gradient shrinking Ricci solitons in the limit. However, we will see that all the limits
based at p 2M must have the sameW -entropyW.g1; f1/ D ‚.p/ (see the comments after
Corollary 5.2).
(iv) Actually, a slightly stronger version of the conclusion in Theorem 1.4 holds true: we
do not only have convergence of time-slices, but rather convergence on compact sets in space-
time in the sense of Hamilton’s compactness theorem for Ricci flows [10]. We leave the details
to the reader.
(v) This line of analysis of Type I Ricci flow singularities was suggested in [2] and it
is the analogue of the standard way to deal with Type I singularities of mean curvature flow
of hypersurfaces in RnC1 (at least in the positive mean curvature case), mainly developed by
Huisken (see [13] and also Stone [24]). In this context, Huisken’s monotonicity formula
d
dt
Z
M
e 
jx x0j2
4.T t/
Œ4.T   t /n=2 dVM D  
Z
M
ˇˇˇ
HC hx   x0 j i
2.T   t /
ˇˇˇ2 e  jx x0j24.T t/
Œ4.T   t /n=2 dVM
plays the role of Perelman’s entropy formula (3.1). In the mean curvature flow case the “test
functions” are the solutions of the backward heat equation in RnC1 (in the ambient space)
which can be written explicitly – in contrast to the solutions of the adjoint heat equation on the
evolving manifold .M; g.t// used here – for instance,
u.x; t/ D Œ4.T   t / n=2e  jx x0j
2
4.T t/ :
Moreover, the actual presence of an ambient space avoids the necessity of the limit procedure
that we mentioned above to get a test function converging to a Dirac ı-measure at the singular
time.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we construct the adjoint heat
kernels up;T based at the singular time as locally smooth limits of adjoint heat kernels up;si
based at si ! T (see Lemma 2.2). In the special case of Type I Ricci flows, we then derive
effective bounds from below for up;si and up;T in Proposition 2.7, suitable to take a limit
of (1.6), (1.7) in the blow-up procedure. Moreover, we also obtain Gaussian upper bounds for
up;si and up;T (Proposition 2.8) using a recent result of Hein and Naber [12]. These Gaussian
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upper bounds immediately imply the weaker bound for fp;T from Corollary 2.9, which is the
estimate we actually work with (see Remark (ii) above). In particular, this weaker estimate is
still strong enough to ensure that noW -entropy is “lost” in the blow-up process.
In Section 3, we study the W -density functions p.t/ D W.g.t/; Ofp;T .t/; .t// and
prove Proposition 1.3 as well as some related results. Then, we briefly collect some facts about
gradient shrinking Ricci solitons and the properties of their W -entropy in Section 4. Finally,
combining the results and estimates from Sections 2–4, we prove the Theorems 1.4, 1.5 and 1.6
in Section 5.
Acknowledgement. We thank Robert Haslhofer, Hans-Joachim Hein and Miles Simon
for fruitful and interesting discussions. Both authors were partially supported by the Italian
FIRB Ideas “Analysis and Beyond”. In addition, RM was partially financed by an Imperial
College Junior Research Fellowship.
2. The functions fp;T .t/ – Existence and estimates
A natural first approach (see Le and Sesum [14]) would be to work with the minimiz-
ers fmin.t/ W M ! R of the “frozen” functional f 7! W.g.t/; f; T   t / over all f sat-
isfying the constraint
R
M e
 f dV D Œ4.T   t /n=2. The minimum is actually attained on
closed manifolds by some smooth function and it is known that Perelman’s entropy function
.g.t// WD W.g.t/; fmin.t/; T   t / is nonpositive and non-decreasing in t 2 Œ0; T / along the
Ricci flow. Moreover, the following estimate holds:
@
@t
.g.t//  2
Z
M
ˇˇˇ
Rcg.t/ Cr2fmin.t/   g.t/
2
ˇˇˇ2
g.t/
e fmin.t/
.4/n=2
dVg.t/  0;
where  D T   t , see [14, 20].
Rescaling the flow g.t/, we obtain formulas similar to (1.6) and (1.7), for instance, by
dynamically rescaling the flow as in Definition 1.1, we get
lim
j!1
Z jC1
j
Z
M
ˇˇˇ
Rc Qg.s/ Cr2fmin.s/   Qg.s/
2
ˇˇˇ2
Qg.s/e
 fmin.s/dV Qg.s/ ds D 0;
hence, naively, the family of minimizers fmin.t/ seems like a good choice for singularity anal-
ysis. Unfortunately, we do not know whether the minimizers are uniformly bounded above
(or equivalently, e fmin.t/ is bounded below) in a neighborhood of the singular point p 2 M
which we use as the center of the blow-up. Thus, we could lose the information contained in
the integral when taking a limit (and hence fail to conclude the soliton equation (1.8) for the
limit manifold) even in the Type I case, as the factor e fmin.s/ might go to zero.
It is indeed an interesting question whether or not such a bound actually exists, that is,
whether or not the minimizer fmin.t/ asymptotically “sees” any singularity. We actually believe
that this is not always the case in general.
To overcome this difficulty, we work with a different choice of “test functions” which
are concentrated around p 2 M . Namely, we define f .t/ D fp;T .t/ W M ! R via the
requirement that
up;T .; t / D e
 fp;T .;t/
.4/n=2
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is a limit of adjoint heat kernels converging to a Dirac ı-measure at p 2M , at times closer and
closer to the singular time T .
In this section, we first prove that the set of such limits is always nonempty and then we
derive effective estimates in the case of compact Type I Ricci flows. The nonpositivity and
monotonicity results (stated in Proposition 1.3) are proved below in Section 3.
Definition 2.1 (Adjoint heat kernels). Let .M;g.t// be a Ricci flow defined for t 2 Œ0;T /.
For any p 2M and s 2 Œ0; T /, we denote by up;s WM Œ0; s/! R the unique smooth positive
solution of the adjoint heat equation
@
@t
u D  4uC Rgu
satisfying limt!s up;s.; t / D ıp as measures (here ıp is the Dirac ı-measure on M based at
p). We call such a function the adjoint heat kernel based at .p; s/. As the functions up;s are
positive, we can define fp;s WM  Œ0; s/! R by
fp;s.q; t/ WD   log.up;s.q; t//   n
2
logŒ4.s   t /;
that is,
up;s.q; t/ D e
 fp;s.q;t/
Œ4.s   t /n=2 :
For an existence and uniqueness proof of the solutions up;s , see [6, Chapter 24]. More-
over, the kernels up;s satisfy the semigroup property, the equality
R
M up;s.; t / dVg.t/ D 1 for
every t 2 Œ0; s/ and a Harnack estimate. A consequence of the latter is the smooth depen-
dence on the point p 2 M , once restricting up;s to any compact subset of M  Œ0; s/ (see
again [6, Chapter 24]).
Our first step is to obtain a smooth limit of a sequence of functions up;s as s ! T , using
rough standard interior parabolic estimates.
Lemma 2.2 (Limits of adjoint heat kernels). For every sequence of adjoint heat kernels
up;si based at .p; si / with si ! T , there exists a convergent subsequence, smoothly converging
on every compact subset ofM  Œ0; T / to a positive and smooth limit function up;T . Moreover,
any up;T solves the adjoint heat equation @@t u D  4u C Rgu on M  Œ0; T / and satisfiesR
M up;T .q; t/ dVg.t/ D 1 for every t 2 Œ0; T /.
Proof. Let up;si be a sequence as above. For every compact K  M  Œ0; T /, we letNt D sup.q;t/2K t and, for i 2N large enough, we consider the positive functions Qup;si WM !R
defined by Qup;si .q/ D up;si .q; .T C Nt /=2/.
By the semigroup property of the kernels up;s , we have
R
M Qup;si dVg.TCNt/=2 D 1 and
up;si .q; t/ D
Z
M
ur;.TCNt/=2.q; t/ Qup;si .r/ dVg.TCNt/=2.r/:
Hence, by the smooth dependence of the kernels on their basepoint, the compactness ofM , and
the fact that
R
M Qup;si dVg.TCNt/=2 D 1, we can uniformly estimate all the derivatives of up;si jK .
By the Arzelà–Ascoli theorem, we can then extract a converging subsequence in C1.K/ and,
using a diagonal argument, this can clearly be done for a family of compact subsets exhausting
M  Œ0; T /, yielding a smooth limit function up;T .
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The facts that any limit function up;T is nonnegative, satisfies the adjoint heat equation
@
@t
u D  4uC Rgu on M  Œ0; T /, and that
R
M up;T .q; t/ dVg.t/ D 1 for every t 2 Œ0; T /,
are consequences of the locally smooth convergence.
Finally, the strong maximum principle implies that every function up;T cannot vanish at
any point, hence they are all strictly positive.
Remark. Notice that in this argument, the estimates are independent of the point p 2M,
hence the compactness conclusion holds also for any sequence of functions upi ;si with si ! T .
We can now make Definition 1.2 more precise.
Definition 2.3 (Adjoint heat kernels based at the singular time). We call a smooth limit
function up;T as in Lemma 2.2 an adjoint heat kernel based at the singular time .p; T / and we
define Up to be the family of all such possible limits. Moreover, we also define the family Fp
of smooth functions fp;T WM  Œ0; T /! R such that
up;T D e
 fp;T
Œ4.T   t /n=2
belongs toUp.
We notice that by Lemma 2.2 and the subsequent remark, we obtain the following com-
pactness property.
Lemma 2.4 (Compactness of Up). The family of smooth functions Up and the whole
union U D Sp2M Up are compact in the topology of C1-convergence on compact subsets
of M  Œ0; T /.
A consequence of this lemma is that there exist a “minimal” function u WMŒ0; T /! R
and a “maximal” function Nu W M  Œ0; T / ! R such that u.q; t/ D infup;T2U up;T .q; t/ and
Nu.q; t/ D supup;T2U up;T .q; t/. By the above compactness properties, it turns out that u must
be positive, by strong maximum principle, and Nu W M  Œ0; T / ! R must be locally bounded
above.
Then, by this uniform local positive bound from below, it is straightforward to conclude
that the families of smooth functions Fp share the same compactness property.
Corollary 2.5 (Compactness of Fp). The family of smooth functions Fp and the whole
union F DSp2M Fp are compact in the topology of C1-convergence on compact subsets of
M  Œ0; T /.
Another consequence is that the family Fp can be characterized as the union of all the
possible smooth limits fp;T of functions fp;s as s ! T (in the sense of C1-convergence on
compact subsets of M  Œ0; T /).
As the functions fp;s satisfy the evolution equation
@
@t
fp;s D  4fp;s C jrfp;sj2g   Rg C
n
2.s   t / ;
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any function fp;T 2 Fp satisfies
@
@t
fp;T D  4fp;T C jrfp;T j2g   Rg C
n
2.T   t / :
Then, the following result of Perelman [20, Corollary 9.3] (see also Ni [19] for a detailed proof)
holds.
Proposition 2.6 (Perelman [20]). For any function fp;s such that
up;s.q; t/ D e
 fp;s.q;t/
Œ4.s   t /n=2
is a positive solution of the adjoint heat equation converging to a ı-measure as t ! s, we have
.s   t / 24fp;s.q; t/   jrfp;s.q; t/j2g.t/ C Rg.t/.q; t/C fp;s.q; t/   n  0
for every q 2 M and t 2 Œ0; s/. Hence, passing to the limit as s ! T , we obtain for any
function fp;T 2 Fp and every .q; t/ 2M  Œ0; T / that
.T   t / 24fp;T .q; t/   jrfp;T .q; t/j2g.t/ C Rg.t/.q; t/C fp;T .q; t/   n  0:
As a consequence, one gets the following effective lower bounds for up;T 2 Up, which
for simplicity we only prove in the Type I situation where the proof is very easy (see for
example Cao and Zhang [4] for a more general result).
Proposition 2.7 (Gaussian lower bounds for up;T in the Type I case). Let .M; g.t//
be a compact Ricci flow on Œ0; T / satisfying the Type I condition (1.2). Then there exists a
positive constant OC depending only on the dimension n and on the Type I constant CI, defined
by inequality (1.2), such that
up;s.q; t/ 
OC
Œ4.s   t /n=2 e
 d2
g.t/
.p;q/= OC.s t/;
for every adjoint heat kernel up;s and every point .q; t/ 2MŒ0; s/. Hence, writing  D T  t ,
up;T .q; t/ 
OC
.4/n=2
e d
2
g.t/
.p;q/= OC
for every up;T 2 Up and .q; t/ 2M  Œ0; T /.
Proof. We use Perelman’s differential Harnack inequality [20] in the integrated version
(see, e.g., [16, Corollary 3.16]). This yields fp;s.q; t/  p`;s.q; t/, where p`;s is Perelman’s
backwards reduced length given by
p`;s.q; t/ WD inf

° 1
2
p
s   t
Z s
t
p
s   
ˇˇˇ @
@
./
ˇˇˇ2
g./
C Rg./..//

d
±
;
where the infimum is taken over all curves  W Œt; s ! M with .t/ D q and .s/ D p. To
estimate p`;s from above, let O./ be a g.t/-geodesic from q at time t to p at time tCs2 and
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O./  p for  2 Œ tCs
2
; s. Clearly, O./ is a candidate for the infimum. Using the Type I
condition, which implies jRcjg.t/  nCIs t on Œt; sCt2  and thereforeˇˇˇ @
@
O./
ˇˇˇ2
g./
 e2nCI
ˇˇˇ @
@
O./
ˇˇˇ2
g.t/
;
we estimate
fp;s.q; t/  p`;s.q; t/  C1
d2
g.t/
.p; q/
s   t C C2;
where C1 and C2 are two positive constants depending only on CI and n. The claim follows by
substituting fp;s in the expression for up;s and estimating.
Next, we prove similar uniform upper bounds on the adjoint heat kernels up;s under the
Type I assumption. This is a consequence of the recent work of Hein and Naber [12].
Proposition 2.8 (Gaussian upper bounds for up;T in the Type I case). Let .M; g.t// be
a compact Ricci flow on Œ0; T / satisfying the Type I condition (1.2). Then there exists a positive
constant NC , depending only on n, the Type I constant CI and the initial manifold .M; g.0//,
such that for any adjoint heat kernel up;s we have
up;s.q; t/ 
NC
Œ4.s   t /n=2 e
 d2
g.t/
.p;q/= NC.s t/
for all q 2M and t 2 Œ0; s/. Hence, writing  D T   t ,
up;T .q; t/ 
NC
.4/n=2
e d
2
g.t/
.p;q/= NC
for every up;T 2 Up and .q; t/ 2M  Œ0; T /.
Proof. In [12, Theorem 1.30], Hein and Naber prove that (in our notation)
p;s.A/p;s.B/  exp

  1
8.s   t /dist
2
g.t/.A;B/

for all sets A;B M , where distg.t/ refers to the usual set distance and
p;s.A/ WD
Z
A
up;s.q; t/dVg.t/.q/:
Note that this does not require any assumptions on the curvature or the underlying manifold
at all. We choose A D Bg.t/.q; r/, B D Bg.t/.p; r/, with r WD
p
s   t . From Perel-
man’s non-collapsing at (scalar) curvature scale result (see [20], or [12, Theorem 2.20] for
the precise version used here), we know that there exists  > 0 depending on the Type I
constant CI and the value of the W -functional of the initial manifold .M; g.0//, such that
volg.t/.A/; volg.t/.B/  rn. Hence, we obtain the estimate
p;s.A/
volg.t/.A/
 1
rn
1
p;s.B/
exp

  1
C1.s   t /d
2
g.t/.p; q/C C1

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for some C1 > 0 depending only on n and CI. Now, using the lower bound from Proposi-
tion 2.7, we have
p;s.B/ D
Z
B
up;s.q; t/ dVg.t/.q/ 
OCe 1= OC
Œ4.s   t /n=2 volg.t/.B/ 
 OCe 1= OC
.4/n=2
:
Plugging this into the above, we find the average integral estimate«
Bg.t/.q;r/
up;s.q; t/dVg.t/.q/  C2js   t jn=2 e
 d2
g.t/
.p;q/=C2.s t/
for some C2 > 0 depending on n, C1, CI and  and thus ultimately on n, CI and the initial
manifold .M; g.0//. Doing the same for earlier time-slices too, we find a constant C3 > 0
depending only on n, CI and .M; g.0//, such that«
Œt r2;t
«
Bg.t/.q;r/
up;s.q; /dVg.t/ d  C3js   t jn=2 e
 d2
g.t/
.p;q/=C3.s t/:
The claim then follows from the parabolic mean value inequality, see for example [6, Theorem
25.2] for precisely the setting we need here. Remember that the necessary lower Ricci bound
on Œt   r2; t   Bg.t/.q; r/ follows from the Type I assumption.
In fact, for the purpose of this paper, we only need the following much weaker growth
property of the functions fp;T , which is a direct consequence of the Gaussian type bounds
above and which is strong enough to ensure that we are not “losing” W -entropy along the
blow-up process. We prefer to work with this weak bound as there is hope to prove it under
much weaker assumptions than the Type I condition used here, while we do not expect the
Gaussian upper bounds from Proposition 2.8 to hold in the Type II case.
Corollary 2.9. Let .M; g.t// be a compact Type I Ricci flow on Œ0; T /. Then, there
exists a constant Nr D Nr.M; g0/ 2 RC independent of p 2 M , such that for every fp;T 2 Fp
there holds fp;T .q; t/  3n whenever d2g.t/.p; q/  .T   t / Nr2.
Proof. Define Nr WD .3 NCn C NC log NC/1=2 with NC as in Proposition 2.8. Then we have
1
NC Nr2 D 3nC log NC , and Proposition 2.8 implies
fp;T .q; t/ 
d2
g.t/
.p; q/
NC.T   t /   log
NC  1NC Nr
2   log NC D 3n:
3. TheW -density functions
We define the W -density functions p W Œ0; T / ! R as modifications of Perelman’s
entropy function  W Œ0; T /! R (see [20]). Let .M; g.t// be a compact Ricci flow on a finite
time interval Œ0; T / and let Fp be as in Definition 2.3 above. For Fp 3 fp;T WM  Œ0; T /! R,
we set fp;T .t/ WD W.g.t/; fp;T .t/; T   t /. Then the W -density function is defined as the
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infimum
p.t/ D inf
fp;T2Fp
fp;T .t/ D inf
fp;T2Fp
W.g.t/; fp;T .t/; /
D inf
fp;T2Fp
Z
M
 
.Rg.t/ C jrfp;T .t/j2g.t//C fp;T .t/   n
 e fp;T .t/
.4/n=2
dVg.t/;
where  D T   t . We will often write .p; t/ D p.t/. Moreover, we also define the following
minimalW -density function  W Œ0; T /! R as .t/ D infp2M p.t/.
By the compactness property of the families Fp, these infima are actually minima, that
is, for every time t 2 Œ0; T / and point p 2 M there is always a function in Fp realizing the
infimum in the definition of p.t/. This means that Ofp;T .t/ in Definition 1.2 is well-defined.
The densities fp;T , p and  are obviously uniformly bounded below by Perelman’s entropy
function .t/ D W.g.t/; fmin.t/; T   t / (see the discussion at the beginning of Section 2). Let
us now prove the nonpositivity and monotonicity of these functions.
Proof of Proposition 1.3. By Perelman’s entropy formula in [20], for every normalized
function f WM  Œ0; T /! R defined in such a way that
u.; t / D e
 f .;t/
.4/n=2
satisfies the adjoint heat equation @
@t
u D  4uC Rgu, we have along a Ricci flow .M; g.t//
(3.1)
@
@t
W.g.t/; f .; t /; .t//
D 2
Z
M
ˇˇˇ
Rcg.t/ Cr2f .; t /   g.t/
2
ˇˇˇ2
g.t/
e f .;t/
.4/n=2
dVg.t/
for every .t/ with @
@t
 D  1. Since these conditions are obviously satisfied by any fp;T 2 Fp
and  D T   t , we obtain the monotonicity formula
(3.2)
@
@t
fp;T .t/ D 2
Z
M
ˇˇˇ
Rcg.t/ Cr2fp;T .; t /   g.t/
2
ˇˇˇ2
g.t/
e fp;T .;t/
.4/n=2
dVg.t/  0:
This derivative is locally bounded in time, uniformly in fp;T 2
S
p2M Fp (by the estimates of
Section 2) and hence the functions p are uniformly locally Lipschitz, thus differentiable at al-
most every time t 2 Œ0; T /. It is then easy to see that formula (1.5) holds at every differentiable
time, where Ofp;T .t/ is the minimizer in the definition of p.t/.
Finally, the nonpositivity of p is a consequence of Proposition 2.6. Since for any fp;T
we have
.T   t / 24fp;T .q; t/   jrfp;T .q; t/j2g.t/ C Rg.t/.q; t/C fp;T .q; t/   n  0
at every point q 2 M and t 2 Œ0; T /, the same must clearly hold for all the functions Ofp;T .t/
as well. Then, using integration by parts, we get
fp;T .t/ D
Z
M
 
.Rg C jrfp;T j2g/C fp;T   n
 e fp;T
.4/n=2
dVg
D
Z
M
 
.Rg C 24fp;T   jrfp;T j2g/C fp;T   n
 e fp;T
.4/n=2
dVg  0;
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and the same for p.t/,
p.t/ D
Z
M
 
.Rg.t/ C jr Ofp;T j2g.t//C Ofp;T   n
 e  Ofp;T
.4/n=2
dVg.t/
D
Z
M
 
.Rg.t/ C 24 Ofp;T   jr Ofp;T j2g.t//C Ofp;T   n
 e  Ofp;T
.4/n=2
dVg.t/  0
for every t 2 Œ0; T /. This finishes the proof.
Corollary 3.1 (Limit W -density function). For every point p 2 M , the function
p W Œ0; T / ! R converges to some nonpositive value ‚.p/ as t ! T . We call this value
the limitW -density of the flow at the point p 2M . The function  W Œ0; T /! R is also mono-
tone non-decreasing and nonpositive and it converges to some value ƒ with ƒ  ‚.p/  0
for every p 2M .
Proof. We have seen above that p W Œ0; T / ! R is monotone non-decreasing and
nonpositive (as we will see in Section 5, the density p is actually always negative), hence the
convergence p.t/ ! ‚.p/  0 as t ! T is a trivial consequence. The monotonicity and
convergence of  is also trivial, being the infimum of a family of nonpositive and monotone
non-decreasing functions.
Integrating the entropy formula (1.5) in time and setting
Oup;T .t/ WD e
  Ofp;T .t/
.4/n=2
;
we get for every t0; t1 2 Œ0; T / with t0 < t1,
p.t1/   p.t0/ D 2
Z t1
t0

Z
M
ˇˇˇ
Rcg.t/ Cr2 Ofp;T .t/   g.t/
2
ˇˇˇ2
g.t/
Oup;T .t/dVg.t/ dt;
and passing to the limit as t1 ! T ,
(3.3) ‚.p/  p.t0/ D 2
Z T
t0

Z
M
ˇˇˇ
Rcg.t/Cr2 Ofp;T .t/  g.t/
2
ˇˇˇ2
g.t/
Oup;T .t/dVg.t/ dt:
Hence, as ‚.p/  0, we have
(3.4)
Z T
0

Z
M
ˇˇˇ
Rcg.t/ Cr2 Ofp;T .t/   g.t/
2
ˇˇˇ2
g.t/
Oup;T .t/dVg.t/ dt
  p.0/
2
 C.M; g0; T /;
where the constant C.M; g0; T / is given by
C.M; g0; T / D  1
2
inf
p2M inffp;T2Fp
Z
M
 
T .Rg0 C jrfp;T j2g0/C fp;T   n
 e fp;T
.4T /n=2
dVg0
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which is finite due to the compactness property of the union F D Sp2M Fp. Of course,
estimate (3.4) also holds if we replace the minimizer Ofp;T with any choice of fp;T 2 Fp and
use formula (3.2) instead of (1.5).
The main reason for working with p instead of fp;T is its continuous dependence on
the point p 2M .
Lemma 3.2 (Continuous dependence of p.t/ on p 2 M ). The W -density functions
.; t / W M ! R are continuous for every fixed t 2 Œ0; T /. The limit W -density function
‚ W M ! R is lower semicontinuous and nonpositive, hence every point p 2 M with
‚.p/ D 0 is a continuity point.
Proof. The first statement is a straightforward consequence of the compactness of the
unionU DSp2M Up in the C1loc .M Œ0; T //-topology, see Lemma 2.4. Because all the func-
tions .; t / are continuous in p 2M , the limit function‚ WM ! R is lower semicontinuous,
the final claim is then trivial.
A consequence is the following corollary.
Corollary 3.3. The function‚ WM ! R is identically zero onM if and only ifƒ D 0.
In other words, if and only if the functions .; t / W M ! R converge uniformly to zero as
t ! T .
Proof. If ‚ is identically zero, by Dini’s monotone convergence theorem, the functions
.; t / uniformly converge to zero as t ! T and hence ƒ D 0. The other implication is
trivial.
4. Gradient shrinking Ricci solitons and theirW -entropy
Let .M1; g1; f1/ be a gradient shrinking Ricci soliton, that is, a complete, connected
Riemannian manifold .M1; g1/ satisfying the relation
Rcg1 Cr2f1 D
g1
2
;
where f1 WM1 ! R is a smooth function.
It is well known that the quantity a.g1; f1/ WD Rg1 C jrf1j2g1   f1 is constant on
M , it is often called auxiliary constant.
We recall the following growth estimates, originally proved by Cao–Zhou and Munteanu
[3, 17] and improved by Haslhofer–Müller [11] to the present form.
Lemma 4.1 (Potential and volume growth, [11, Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2]). Suppose that
.M1; g1; f1/ is an n-dimensional gradient shrinking Ricci soliton with auxiliary constant
a.g1; f1/. Then there exists a point p1 2 M1 where f1 attains its infimum and we have
the following estimates for the growth of the potential:
1
4
 
dg1.x; p1/   5n
2
C  f1.x/   a.g1; f1/ 
1
4
 
dg1.x; p1/C
p
2n
2
:
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Moreover, we have the volume growth estimate Vol.B1r .p1//  V.n/rn for geodesic balls in
.M1; g1/ around p1 2 M1, where V.n/ is a constant depending only on the dimension n
of the soliton.
As a consequence of these estimates,
R
M1 e
 f1dVg1 is well-defined and we can al-
ways normalize the potential function f1 by adding a constant in such a way that
(4.1)
Z
M1
e f1
.4/n=2
dVg1 D 1:
We then call such a potential function f1 and the resulting soliton .M1; g1; f1/ normalized.
Lemma 4.1 implies that every function  satisfying j.x/j  Ce˛d2g1 .x;p1/ for some
˛ < 1
4
and constant C , is integrable with respect to e f1dVg1 . In particular, since
0  Rg1 C jrf1j2g1  f1 C a.g1; f1/ and 4f1 D
n
2
  Rg1 ;
this holds for every polynomial in f1, jrf1j2g1 , Rg1 and 4f1. Hence, every gradient
shrinking Ricci soliton has a well-definedW -entropy
(4.2) W.g1; f1/ WD
Z
M1
 
Rg1 C jrf1j2g1 C f1   n
 e f1
.4/n=2
dVg1 :
Let us now collect some properties of shrinking solitons and theirW -entropy that we will
use in the next section.
Lemma 4.2. For every gradient shrinking Ricci soliton .M1; g1/ with potential func-
tion f1 WM1 ! R, the following properties hold.
(i) Either the scalar curvature Rg1 is positive everywhere or .M1; g1/ is the standard flat
Rn, that is, .M1; g1; f1/ is the Gaussian soliton.
(ii) There holds
W.g1; f1/ D
Z
M1
 
Rg1 C 24f1   jrf1j2g1 C f1   n
 e f1
.4/n=2
dVg1 :
(iii) TheW -entropyW.g1; f1/ is equal to
 a.g1; f1/
Z
M1
e f1
.4/n=2
dVg1 :
(iv) Any two normalized potential functions f 11 and f 21 of the same soliton .M1; g1/ share
the same auxiliary constant, that is, a.g1; f 11/ D a.g1; f 21/. Hence, the entropy
W.g1/ D W.g1; f1/ is independent of the choice of the normalized potential function
f1.
(v) If the Ricci tensor of a normalized soliton .M1; g1; f1/ is bounded below, we have
W.g1/  0 and if W.g1/ D 0 then the manifold .M1; g1/ is the flat Rn (Gaussian
soliton). Moreover, under the same hypotheses, we have the following gap result: there
exists a dimensional constant "n > 0 such that ifW.g1/ ¤ 0, thenW.g1/ <  "n.
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Proof. (i) This is a result of Zhang [27, Theorem 1.3] and Yokota [26, Appendix A.2]
(see also Pigola, Rimoldi and Setti [22]).
(ii) The necessary partial integration formulaZ
M1
4f1e f1dVg1 D
Z
M1
jrf1j2g1e f1dVg1
follows from the growth estimates of Lemma 4.1 using a cut-off argument. See Section 2 of
Haslhofer–Müller [11] for full detail.
(iii) By the auxiliary equation a.g1; f1/ D Rg1 C jrf1j2g1   f1 and the traced
soliton equation Rg1 C4f1 D n2 , we have
Rg1 C 24f1   jrf1j2g1 C f1   n D  a.g1; f1/
and thus
W.g1; f1/ D  a.g1; f1/
Z
M1
e f1
.4/n=2
dVg1
follows from (ii).
(iv) Since the Hessian of any potential of the soliton is uniquely determined by the soliton
equation, the difference function h WD f 11   f 21 is either a constant or the vector field rh is
parallel. In the first case, the constant has to be zero by the normalization condition (4.1). In
the second case, by de Rham’s splitting theorem, .M1; g1/ isometrically splits off a line (see
for instance [7, Theorem 1.16]). Hence, we let .M1; g1/ D . QM1; Qg1/  .Rk; can/, with
1  k  n, such that QM1 cannot split off a line.
Denoting by x the coordinates on QM1 and by y the coordinates on Rk , the soliton
equation implies that both potentials also split as f `1.x; y/ D Qf `1.x/ C 14 jy   y`j2Rk for
` D 1; 2, where y` 2 Rk . Moreover, . QM1; Qg1/ is still a gradient shrinking Ricci soliton with
both functions Qf `1 W QM1 ! R as possible potentials, and since QM1 cannot split off a line,
they must differ by a constant. Thus, we have
f `1.x; y/ D Of1.x/C ˛` C 14 jy   y`j2Rk
for some function Of1 W QM1 ! R and two constants ˛1 and ˛2.
Now, integrating the two functions e f `1 , by means of Fubini’s theorem and the normal-
ization condition (4.1), we conclude that ˛` D ˛ and we obtain
a.g1; f `1/ D Rg1 C jrf `1j2g1   f `1 D Rg1 C jr Of1j2g1   Of1   ˛;
which is independent of ` D 1; 2.
(v) This point is a result of Yokota (Carrillo–Ni [5] got similar results under more restric-
tive curvature hypotheses). Our version is equivalent to his statement [26, Corollary 1.1].
Remark. If we restrict ourselves to deal with gradient shrinking Ricci solitons coming
from a blow-up of a compact manifold (which is sufficient for the aims of this paper), we do not
need the general result at Lemma 4.2 (i), since every soliton we obtain after rescaling must have
Rg1  0 everywhere, by the well-known uniform bound from below on the scalar curvature,
Rmin
g.t/
 Rmin
g.0/
for every t 2 Œ0; T /. Then, by a standard strong maximum principle argument
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(see [22], for instance), if Rg1 is zero somewhere, the soliton must be flat, hence the Gaussian
soliton.
We underline that in our situation also the nonpositivity of the W -entropy at Lemma 4.2
(v) follows by the construction, using Theorem 1.6 and Corollary 5.2, but no assumption on
the Ricci tensor.
It is unknown to the authors whether or not the family of gradient shrinking Ricci soli-
tons coming from a blow-up of a compact Ricci flow coincides with the full class of gradient
shrinking Ricci solitons. For instance, by Perelman’s work the former must be non-collapsed,
we do not know if all the general shrinkers satisfy this condition.
In the cases where a full classification of the shrinkers is possible, for instance in low
dimensions (two and three), it turns out that two different gradient shrinking Ricci solitons
cannot share the same value of theW -entropy. This motivates the following definition.
Definition 4.3. A normalized gradient shrinking Ricci soliton is called entropy-unique
if any other normalized shrinker with the same value of the entropy is isometric to it.
5. The proofs of the main theorems
Proof of Theorem 1.4 – Dynamical blow-up. Let Fp be as in Definition 2.3 and let
Ofp;T .t/ be the minimizer for W among all functions fp;T .t/ 2 Fp as in Definition 1.2 with
corresponding
Oup;T D e
  Ofp;T
Œ4.T   t /n=2 :
We first study the dynamical blow-up .M; Qg.s/; Qf .s/; p/ with
Qg.s/ D g.t/
T   t and s D   log .T   t /:
We set Qf .s/ D Ofp;T .t/. Rescaling the integral formula (3.4), we get
C.M; g0; T / 
Z T
0

Z
M
ˇˇˇ
Rcg.t/ Cr2 Ofp;T .t/   g.t/
2
ˇˇˇ2
g.t/
Oup;T .t/ dVg.t/ dt
D
Z C1
  logT
Z
M
ˇˇˇ
Rc Qg.s/ Cr2 Qf .s/   Qg.s/
2
ˇˇˇ2
Qg.s/
e  Qf .s/
.4/n=2
dV Qg.s/ ds:
Note that this implies the formula (1.6). Furthermore, it follows that for every family of dis-
joint intervals .ak; bk/  R with
P
k2N.bk   ak/ D C1, we have a sequence of times
sj 2Sk2N.ak; bk/ with sj %1 such thatZ
M
ˇˇˇ
Rc Qg.sj / Cr2 Qf .sj /  
Qg.sj /
2
ˇˇˇ2
Qg.sj /
e  Qf .sj /
.4/n=2
dV Qg.sj / ! 0:
In the Type I case, we have uniform bounds on the rescaled curvatures jRm Qg.s/j Qg.s/, on the
functions Qf .s/ and their covariant derivatives, and on the injectivity radii (due to Perelman’s
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non-collapsing theorem in [20]). Thus, the rescaled pointed manifolds .M; Qg.sj /; p/ converge
(up to a subsequence) in the pointed Cheeger–Gromov–Hamilton sense [10] to a complete
smooth limit Riemannian manifold .M1; g1; p1/ and the functions Qf .sj / W M ! R con-
verge locally smoothly to some smooth function f1 W M1 ! R. It remains to show that the
limit .M1; g1; f1/ is a normalized gradient shrinking Ricci soliton.
By Proposition 2.7, there exists a positive constant OC , independent of i 2 N, such that
(5.1) e  Qf .q;si /  OCe d
2Qg.sj /.p;q/=
OC
:
Hence, in every geodesic ball QBj% in .M; Qg.sj // of radius % > 0 around the basepoint p 2 M ,
we have Z
QBj%
ˇˇˇ
Rc Qg.sj / Cr2 Qf .sj /  
Qg.sj /
2
ˇˇˇ2
Qg.sj /
e
 d2Qg.sj /.p;q/= OC dV Qg.sj / ! 0;
thus Z
QBj%
ˇˇˇ
Rcg1 Cr2f1  
g1
2
ˇˇˇ2
g1
e d2g1 .p;q/= OC dVg1 D 0
and, since % was arbitrary,
(5.2) Rc1 Cr2f1 D g1
2
everywhere on M1.
To finish the proof of Theorem 1.4 (i), we only need to show that the limit gradient shrink-
ing Ricci soliton .M1; g1; f1/ is normalized. This will be done in Corollary 5.1 below.
Proof of Theorem 1.4 – Sequential blow-up. The Type I assumption (1.2) translates to
the uniform curvature bound
sup
M
jRm.; s/jgj .s/ D sup
M
1
j
jRm.; T C s
j
/jg.TC s
j
/ 
C
j .T   .T C sj //
D C s
for the blow-up sequence .M; gj .s/; p/ defined in formula (1.3). This yields uniform curvature
bounds on compact time intervals ŒS0; S1  . 1; 0/ using Bando–Shi estimates [23]. To-
gether with Perelman’s no local collapsing theorem, we can again use the Cheeger–Gromov–
Hamilton compactness theorem [10] to extract a complete pointed subsequential limit Ricci
flow .M1; g1.s/; p1/ on . 1; 0/ which is still Type I. This means in particular, that
there exist an exhaustion of M1 by open sets Uj containing p1 and smooth embeddings
j W Uj ! M with j .p1/ D p such that the pulled back metrics j gj converge to g1
smoothly on compact subsets ofM1. 1; 0/. Using the uniform bounds for fj .s/D Ofp;T .t/
(where s D j .t   T /) from Section 2, we see that (by possibly taking a further subsequence)
also the pull-backs j fj converge smoothly to a limit f1 WM1  . 1; 0/! R.
For ŒS0; S1  . 1; 0/ and gj , fj as above, we compute, using  D T   t and the
monotonicity formula (1.5),
0 D lim
j!1 fp;T
 
g.T C S1
j
/
   lim
j!1 fp;T
 
g.T C S0
j
/

D lim
j!1
Z TCS1
j
TCS0
j
2.4/ n=2
Z
M
ˇˇˇ
Rcg.t/ Cr2 Ofp;T .t/   g.t/
2
ˇˇˇ2
g.t/
e  Ofp;T .t/dVg.t/ dt
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D lim
j!1
Z S1
S0
 2s. 4s/ n=2
Z
M
ˇˇˇ
Rcgj .t/ Cr2fj .s/  
gj .s/
 2s
ˇˇˇ2
gj .s/
e fj .s/dVgj .s/ ds:
Since  2s. 4s/ n=2 is positive and bounded on ŒS0; S1, this implies (1.7). The soliton
property of the limit then follows from (1.7) analogous to (5.1)–(5.2). As above, the proof of
Theorem 1.4 (ii) is finished by arguing that the limit soliton is normalized, which follows from
Corollary 5.1 below.
Remark. All the formulas hold true if we replace the minimizer Ofp;T .t/ with some
fixed choice of fp;T .t/ 2 Fp.
Next, we relate the limit W -density ‚.p/ with the value of the W -entropy W.g1; f1/
of the limit gradient shrinking soliton .M1; g1; f1/ obtained by the above rescaling proce-
dures. The proof of Theorem 1.6 presented here uses only the weak bounds for fp;T from
Corollary 2.9 (rather than the full Gaussian upper bounds from Proposition 2.8) and it also
does not rely on the fact that the limit shrinkers are normalized (since we want to prove this as
a corollary below).
Proof of Theorem 1.6. Using integration by parts, for every j 2 N, we have
Z
M
 
R Qg.sj / C jr Qf .sj /j2Qg.sj / C Qf .sj /   n
 e  Qf .sj /
.4/n=2
dV Qg.sj /
D
Z
M
 
R Qg.sj / C 24 Qf .sj /   jr Qf .sj /j2Qg.sj / C Qf .sj /   n
 e  Qf .sj /
.4/n=2
dV Qg.sj /;
the latter integral having the property that its integrand is pointwise nonpositive, as shown
in Proposition 2.6. This clearly implies that it is upper semicontinuous on the sequence of
Riemannian manifolds and functions converging locally smoothly, and combining this with
Lemma 4.2 (ii) we find
lim
j!1
Z
M
 
R Qg.sj / C jr Qf .sj /j2Qg.sj / C Qf .sj /   n
 e  Qf .sj /
.4/n=2
dV Qg.sj /

Z
M1
 
Rg1 C 24f1   jrf1j2g1 C f1   n
 e f1
.4/n=2
dVg1 D W.g1; f1/:
In order to prove the opposite inequality (i.e., to show that we do not lose W -entropy in
the limit), consider the value Nr > 0 given by Corollary 2.9 and denote by QBjNr the geodesic ball
of radius Nr in .M; Qg.sj // around pj 2M . Then, split the integralZ
M
 
R Qg.sj / C jr Qf .sj /j2Qg.sj / C Qf .sj /   n
 e  Qf .sj /
.4/n=2
dV Qg.sj /
D
Z
Mn QBjNr
 
R Qg.sj / C jr Qf .sj /j2Qg.sj / C Qf .sj /   n
 e  Qf .sj /
.4/n=2
dV Qg.sj /
C
Z
QBjNr
 
R Qg.sj / C jr Qf .sj /j2Qg.sj / C Qf .sj /   n
 e  Qf .sj /
.4/n=2
dV Qg.sj /
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and notice that the last integral converges, by the hypotheses, toZ
B1Nr .p1/
 
R Qg1 C jr Qf1j2Qg1 C Qf1   n
 e  Qf1
.4/n=2
dV Qg1 :
We claim that the first integral in the sum has a nonnegative integrand when j 2 N is large
enough. Indeed, the minimum of the scalar curvature along the Ricci flow is non-decreasing,
hence it is bounded below uniformly by minM Rg.0/ (we recall that M is compact). This
implies that
lim inf
j21 minM R Qg.sj / D lim infj21 minM Rg.tj /.T   tj /  lim infj21 minM Rg.0/.T   tj / D 0;
in particular, when j is large, R Qg.sj /   n. Now, by Corollary 2.9 we have that
Qf .sj /.q/ D Ofpj ;T .q; t.sj //  3n
if d2
g.t.sj //
.pj ; q/  .T   t .sj // Nr2, that is, when d2Qg.sj /.pj ; q/  Nr2.
This last condition is clearly satisfied if q 2M n QBjNr , hence in such a case
R Qg.sj /.q/C jr Qf .sj /.q/j2Qg.sj / C Qf .sj /.q/   n
  nC jr Qf .sj /.q/j2Qg.sj / C 3n   n  n > 0;
as we claimed.
Then, on the sequence of Riemannian manifolds and functions converging locally
smoothly, this integral is lower semicontinuous, that is,
lim
j!1
Z
Mn QBjNr
 
R Qg.sj / C jr Qf .sj /j2Qg.sj / C Qf .sj /   n
 e  Qf .sj /
.4/n=2
dV Qg.sj /

Z
M1nB1Nr .p1/
 
R Qg1 C jr Qf1j2Qg1 C Qf1   n
 e  Qf1
.4/n=2
dV Qg1 :
Thus, putting together the limits of the two integrals and recalling the definition of W -entropy
W.g1; f1/ in formula (4.2), we conclude
lim
j!1
Z
M
 
R Qg.sj / C jr Qf .sj /j2Qg.sj / C Qf .sj /   n
 e  Qf .sj /
.4/n=2
dV Qg.sj /  W.g1; f1/:
We can now give a proof of the fact that the limit solitons obtained above are normalized,
thus finishing the proof of Theorem 1.4.
Corollary 5.1. Given a sequence of pointed rescaled manifolds .M; Qg.sj /; pj / and
functions Qf .sj / D Ofpj ;T .t.sj // converging locally smoothly to some gradient shrinking Ricci
soliton .M1; g1; p1/ and potential function f1 WM1 ! R, we haveZ
M1
e f1
.4/n=2
dVg1 D 1
(that is, the soliton is normalized), if we are in one of the following two situations:
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 either all the points pj coincide with some p 2M , like in Theorem 1.4,
 or pj ! p and ‚.p/ D 0.
Proof. Since Z
M
e  Qf .sj /
.4/n=2
dV Qg.sj / D 1
for every j 2 N and the functional is lower semicontinuous, as the integrand is positive, it is
sufficient to show Z
M1
e f1
.4/n=2
dVg1  1:
Assume by contradiction that Z
M1
e f1
.4/n=2
dVg1 D 1   ˛
for some ˛ > 0. This means that for every % > 0 there exists j% 2 N such that for every
j > j% we have Z
Mn QBj% .pj /
e  Qf .sj /
.4/n=2
dV Qg.sj / > ˛=2:
If we take % larger than the value Nr given by Corollary 2.9, we haveZ
Mn QBj% .pj /
 
R Qg.sj / C jr Qf .sj /j2Qg.sj / C Qf .sj /   n
 e  Qf .sj /
.4/n=2
dV Qg.sj / 
n˛
2
:
Hence,Z
QBj% .pj /
 
R Qg.sj / C jr Qf .sj /j2Qg.sj / C Qf .sj /   n
 e  Qf .sj /
.4/n=2
dV Qg.sj /  .pj ; t .sj //  
n˛
2
;
and passing to the limit as j !1 we getZ
B1% .p1/
 
Rg1 C jrf1j2g1 C f1   n
 e f1
.4/n=2
dVg1  lim
j!1 .pj ; t .sj //  
n˛
2
:
If all the points pj coincide with p, then limj!1 .pj ; t .sj // D ‚.p/, while in the second
case, if ‚.p/ D 0 we have the same conclusion by the fact that p is a continuity point for
‚ WM ! R by Lemma 3.2. Hence,Z
B1% .p1/
 
Rg1 C jrf1j2g1 C f1   n
 e f1
.4/n=2
dVg1  ‚.p/  
n˛
2
and letting %!C1 we getZ
M1
 
Rg1 C jrf1j2g1 C f1   n
 e f1
.4/n=2
dVg1 D W.g1; f1/  ‚.p/  
n˛
2
which is in contradiction with the conclusion of Theorem 1.6.
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Corollary 5.2. We haveW.g1/ D ‚.p/ for every normalized gradient shrinking Ricci
soliton obtained as a blow-up limit of a locally converging sequence of rescaled manifolds
.M; Qg.sj /; p/! .M1; g1; p1/ and functions Qf .sj / D Ofp;T .t.sj //! f1.
Proof. For every rescaled manifold .M; Qg.sj // we haveZ
M
 
R Qg.sj / C jr Qf .sj /j2Qg.sj / C Qf .sj /   n
 e  Qf .sj /
.4/n=2
dV Qg.sj / D p.t.sj //:
Hence, the claim follows by Theorem 1.6, passing to the limit as j !1.
A consequence of this discussion is that all the gradient shrinking Ricci solitons obtained
by rescaling around the point p 2 M must have the common value ‚.p/ of their W -entropy
W.g1/. In particular, if any blow-up sequence at p yields an entropy-unique limit shrinking
Ricci soliton (in the sense of Definition 4.3), then this blow-up is unique in the sense that
any other blow-up at p converges to the same limit. Thus we have a uniqueness result of the
asymptotic “shape” of the singularity at p 2M in this case. More generally, the uniqueness of
compact blow-up limits was obtained in [25] (see also [1] for a slightly different version, using
the language of  -flows).
Note that the values of the W -entropy of several gradient shrinking Ricci solitons have
been computed in [2].
Since all the arguments also work for every fixed function fp;T .; t / instead of the family
of minimizers Ofp;T .t/, actually limt!T fp;T .t/ D ‚.p/ and all the previous analysis can be
similarly repeated.
Let us finish the paper with a discussion of the case where p 2 M is actually a singular
point, that is, the point p has no neighborhood on which jRm.; t /jg.t/ stays bounded as t ! T .
There are several more restrictive notions of singular points that one can consider (cf. [8]).
Definition 5.3. At a Type I singularity of the flow, we say that p 2 M is a Type I
singular point if there exists a sequence of times ti ! T and points pi ! p such that
jRmg.ti /.pi /jg.ti / 
ı
T   ti
for some constant ı > 0. We say that a Type I singular point p 2 M is special if the points pi
in the above sequence can be chosen to be all equal to the point p, that is,
jRmg.ti /.p/jg.ti / 
ı
T   ti
for some sequence of times ti ! T and some positive constant ı. We say that a special Type I
singular point p 2M is R-special if there exists ı > 0 such that
jRg.ti /.p/jg.ti / 
ı
T   ti
for some sequence of times ti ! T .
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By Corollary 5.2, when ‚.p/ D 0, any limit normalized gradient shrinking Ricci soli-
ton obtained by rescaling around p 2 M must satisfy W.g1/ D 0. Hence, if ‚.p/ D 0,
by Lemma 4.2 (v) the manifold .M1; g1/ must be the flat Rn. Hence, any limit gradient
shrinking Ricci soliton is nontrivial if and only if ‚.p/ < 0. Nontriviality is easily seen to be
equivalent to non-flatness.
Notice also that this discussion implies that all the functions p.t/ are actually negative
for every t 2 Œ0; T /. Indeed, if p.t0/ D 0 then ‚.p/ D 0 and p is constant in the interval
Œt0; T / which implies, by formula (1.5), that the original (unscaled) flow is homothetically
shrinking, hence the manifold .M; g.t// is only a dilation of the limit gradient shrinking Ricci
soliton which is the flat Rn, as ‚.p/ D 0. This is clearly in contradiction with the fact that M
is compact.
The following result is related to the regularity theorem of Hein and Naber [12] (using a
local version of the entropy functional) as well as the one of Enders–Müller–Topping [8] (using
the reduced volume functional).
Theorem 5.4 (Points with limit density ‚.p/ D 0 are regular points). If ‚.p/ D 0
then p 2M cannot be a Type I singular point of the flow.
Proof. First, we show that for every sequence pi ! p and ti ! T we have
.pi ; ti / ! 0 D ‚.p/. Recall that p is a continuity point of ‚ W M ! R by Lemma 3.2.
Now, suppose that there exist some sequence .pi ; ti / and ˛ > 0 such that .pi ; ti /!  ˛. For
every j 2 N there exists i0 such that ti  tj for every i > i0, hence .pi ; ti /  .pi ; tj /.
Sending i ! 1 we then get  ˛  .p; tj /. This is clearly a contradiction, as sending now
j !1, we have .p; tj /! ‚.p/ D 0.
Assume now that p 2M is a Type I singular point and pi ! p, ti ! T are chosen such
that for some constant ı > 0 there holds jRm.pi ; ti /j  ıT ti . We consider the families of
rescaled pointed manifolds .M; Qg.si /; pi / with Qg.si / D g.ti /T ti and si D   log.T   ti /.
Since ‚.pi /  0, we have for every " > 0 (by rescaling the integrated entropy for-
mula (3.3)), setting Qfpi .si / D Ofpi ;T .ti /,
"   .pi ; ti /  ‚.pi /   .pi ; ti /
D 2
Z C1
si
Z
M
ˇˇˇ
Rc Qg.s/ Cr2 Qfpi .s/  
Qg.s/
2
ˇˇˇ2
Qg.s/
e  Qfpi .s/
.4/n=2
dV Qg.s/ ds:
Hence, by the uniform curvature estimates of Section 2, we haveˇˇˇˇ
d
ds
Z
M
ˇˇˇ
Rc Qg.s/ Cr2 Qfpi .s/  
Qg.s/
2
ˇˇˇ2
Qg.s/
e  Qfpi .s/
.4/n=2
dV Qg.s/
ˇˇˇˇ
 C
where C D C.M; g0; T / is a positive constant independent of s. This yields
"  1
2C
 Z
M
ˇˇˇ
Rc Qg.si / Cr2 Qfpi .si /  
Qg.si /
2
ˇˇˇ2
Qg.si /
e  Qfpi .si /
.4/n=2
dV Qg.si /
2
:
If we argue like we did in the proof of Theorem 1.4 at the beginning of this section, we can
extract from the sequence of pointed manifolds .M; Qg.si /; pi / and functions Qfpi .si / a locally
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smoothly converging subsequence to some limit manifold .M1; g1; p1/ and f1 WM1!R.
By lower semicontinuity of the integral in the last estimate above, we conclude that
"  1
2C
 Z
M1
ˇˇˇ
Rcg1 Cr2f1  
g1
2
ˇˇˇ2
g1
e f1
.4/n=2
dVg1
2
for every " > 0, hence .M1; g1; f1/ is a gradient shrinking Ricci soliton.
Finally, by Theorem 1.6, we have
W.g1; f1/ D lim
i!1 .pi ; ti / D 0
and by Lemma 5.1 the soliton is normalized. Then, we conclude by Lemma 4.2 (v) that the
soliton .M1; g1; f1/ is the flat Rn.
Since, by hypothesis, at the points pi the Riemann tensor Rm Qg.si / of .M; Qg.si // satisfies
jRm Qg.si /.pi /j Qg.si /  ı > 0 for every i 2 N, it follows that the Riemann tensor of the limit
manifold .M1; g1/ is not zero at the point p1 2 M1. Hence, we have a contradiction and
p 2M cannot be a singular point of the flow.
An easy corollary is that every Type I singular point has to be an R-special Type I singular
point (see also Enders–Müller–Topping [8, Section 3]).
Corollary 5.5. Every Type I singular point p 2M is an R-special Type I singular point
and there is a central blow-up converging to a non-flat gradient shrinking Ricci soliton, hence
‚.p/ < 0.
Proof. Assume that p is not an R-special Type I singular point, then
lim sup
t!T
.T   t /R.p; t/ D 0:
Hence, any central blow-up limit .M1; g1; f1/ will satisfy Rg1.p/ D 0. Being a gradient
shrinking Ricci soliton, by Lemma 4.2 (i), it must be the flat Rn. But then ‚.p/ D 0 and p
cannot be a Type I singular point of the flow, a contradiction.
Using the gap result of Yokota (Lemma 4.2 (v)), we also obtain the following result.
Corollary 5.6. If p 2 M satisfies ‚.p/ D 0 then there exists a neighborhood U  M
of the point p such that ‚ is identically zero in U . As a consequence, the complement of the
set of the Type I singular points is open.
Proof. Since the function ‚ is lower semicontinuous and cannot attain values between
 "n and zero, it must be constant, hence zero, in a neighborhood of the point p 2M .
So far, we considered the following notions of singular points:
 †I is the set of Type I singular points.
 †s is the set of special Type I singular points.
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 †R is the set of R-special Type I singular points.
 †‚ is the set of points p 2M where ‚.p/ < 0.
 †"n is the set of points p 2M where ‚.p/   "n.
Trivial inclusions are †R  †s  †I and †"n  †‚. The previous corollary says
that the last two sets actually coincide, Theorem 5.4 shows that †I D †‚ and Corollary 5.5
proves that †R D †I, hence all these sets coincide and they are all contained in the set † of
points p 2M for which there exists a sequence of points pi ! p and times ti ! T such that
jRmg.ti /.pi ; ti /j ! C1, that is, the most general set of singular points.
Theorem 3.3 in [8] shows that also † coincides with all these sets.
Proposition 5.7 (see [8, Theorem 3.3]). We have †R D †s D †I D †"n D †‚ D †,
which is a closed subset of M .
Combining this result with Corollary 5.5, Theorem 1.5 follows.
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